
 

 

 

 

Planning Guidelines  

The LaSER Bridges Walk London is a tremendous opportunity for Guiding Members of all 

ages to have a great day and see some wonderful sights; careful planning will help you 

make the most of the experience. 

You don’t need to do every Bridge; a Rainbow Unit might simply do a circuit around 

Westminster & Golden Jubilee Bridges or Tower Bridge & London Bridge; whereas Guides 

or Senior Section may wish to do them all. You will need to decide how far you wish to 

walk and what sights you wish to see; obviously the age of your girls and how you have to 

travel in to London will influence this.  

You also need to decide where to start and which way round to walk; there is a Map and 

useful Support Notes to help you do this and also to help you find your way and to spot 

interesting sights on the day. They cover the 14 Sections between the 8 Bridges (7 on each 

bank), with one or two Sections on each page; they run in a large circle from Tower Bridge 

along the South Bank to Westminster Bridge, then back along the North Bank. Of course 

you can do it in any order, in any direction and can cross the river on any Bridge.  To 

simplify using the Notes; the North Bank is always “North” even though it may really be 

“West”, likewise with the South Bank. Also the Upstream side of a Bridge is always “West” 

and downstream always “East”. Do not take a compass!! 

Don’t try to do too much in too short a time; if you were simply walking the route you 

could finish in about 3 hours (person pace not Guide pace) but there is lots to see and the 

crowds will slow you down. Later the crowds will get heavier, so an early start is good. 

The main free attractions are on the Southbank; Southwark Cathedral, Tate Modern & 

Festival Hall are all interesting and the Tate Modern & Festival Hall have good free toilets. 

The area between Gabriel’s Wharf and County Hall is full of street entertainers and 

diversions. If you can spend some extra money, then climbing the Monument (£1.50 for a 

child) or trips on the Thames Clipper (£2.80 for a child) are good value.  

We have also provided a number of Activity Sheets for the girls to do as they go round; 

these cover the whole route but are organised in such a way that you can easily tailor 

them to suite your particular day.  

Take a look at the LaSER Bridges Route Map and the Support Notes; these will give you a 

better idea of the huge number of sights that you will see. Ancillary sheets give; 

Guidelines for Travel into London; Linking from the major rail terminals to the route; and 

Toilets & Picnic Areas. Don’t forget that you need to visit one of the two LaSER Badge & 

Medals collection points. 

For Trefoil Guild members and Adult Leaders walking without girls we have suggested a 

limited number of nice cafes for you to stop in on the way round. For members with 

wheelchairs we have provided guidance on any route variations.         

  

This is your day – enjoy it 

 LasER Bridges Team      The LaSER Bridges Team 


